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Review Article
August von Cieszkowski, Prolegomena zur Historiosophie. Mit
einer Einleitung von Rudiger Buhner und einem Anhang von Jan
Garewicz. Philosophische Bibliothek Band 327. Hamburg, Felix
Meiner Verlag, 1981, pp. xxi, 204.
August Cieszkowski's Prolegomena to Historiosophy (1838),
reprinted here in a facsimile form with two essays by a Polish
and a West German scholar, marks a milestone in the development of thought from Hegel to Marx. It is the first work to
call for the reorientation of Hegelianism from the contemplation of the historical past to the construction of the
historical future, from philosophy to politics, from theoria
to praxis. Considering the importance and originality of the
Prolegomena to Historiosophy one may well wonder why this work
has remained relatively unknown for so long. The publication
under review here gives us a timely opportunity to suggest an
answer to this question by looking, first, at the work itself
and, second, at the book's reception.
What is the argument of the Prolegomena to Historiosophy?
Essentially, Cieszkowski is arguing that, thanks to Hegel,
mankind has finally acquired the possibility of learning the
laws of its own history. Unfortunately, however, Hegel himself
has not applied to history the dialectical laws he so admirably
expounded in his Logic. Instead of dividing history into
three dlalectically related periods Hegel offers an arbitrary
tetrachotomous periodizatlon (Oriental, Greek, Roman, ChristianGermanic) . Above all, yielding to prejudice, Hegel deals only
with the historical past and refuses to treat the historical
future. The task which Cieszkowski undertakes in the Prolegomena is therefore that of applying Hegel against himself. The
result is the Prolegomena's triarchic historical periodization
consisting of Antiquity, Christianity, and the future third
era. Antiquity was characterized by a preponderance of feeling
and its greatest accomplishments lay in the sphere of ar_t and
beauty. Christianity is dominated by thought and its concern
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is with philosophy and wisdom. The future is to be an era of
activity which attains its highest achievements in the sphere
of social Institutions. In other words, spirit expresses
itself successively in three dif-ferent fields (art, philosophy,
praxis), through three different faculties (emotion, reason,
will) and with three different objects (beauty, knowledge,
society).
How does Cieszkowski substantiate this schema? First, he
appeals to the formal laws of dialectics. "he future is the
synthesis of the past (thesis) and present (antithesis).
Antiquity was characterized by unreflective immediacy (selfbeing in itself, sense certainty); Christianity is marked by
reflectiveness (self-thinking for itself, consciousness); the
future is to be post-reflective (self-acting out of itself,
free activity as such). After Antiquity's concentration on
that which ijs and Christianity's emphasis on that which ought
to be, man is now prepared to transform the world so that it
is as it ought to be. Second, Cieszkowski appeals to the notion
of organicism. In an analogy which strongly impressed his contemporaries, Cieszkowski compares himself to the paleontologist
Cuvier who was able to reconstruct an entire fossil on the basis
of a single tooth. Since history too is a single organic unit
progressing according to the laws of organic development as
Hegel and reason suggest, therefore the past provides ample
clues to the nature of the future. Indeed, if history is to
have any rational meaning at all it must heed the laws of
organic development so that the experience and knowledge already
acquired by mankind may come to fruition in the future.
What, however, is the concrete content of the future era?
Here Cieszkowski gives only the broadest indications. He speaks
of a Church of humanity as the absolute social institution. He
hints at a new religion of mankind, an all-encompassing successor
to past aesthetics and present philosophy with international
law, morality and ethics as its dogmas. He suggests that the
means for creating this Church and this religion lie in his concept of praxis or the deed: conscious activity, aiming at a
transformation of social relations and social institutions on
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the basis of Hegelian insights and a vision of the totality
of history. Most specifically, though without any details, he
points to Fourier's system as an imperfect but promising
example of the general direction in which mankind is heading.
In the final analysis, however, the Prolegomena to Historiosophy is only a prolegomenon. It is an outline whose contours
must be filled in by an examination of Cieszkowski's entire
oeuvre and its context.1 The two essays in the present volume
offer a valuable, though necessarily brief, attempt at such an
examination. Bubner's introduction deals primarily with the
Prolegomena itself, concentrating on its sources and its
relation to German philosophy. Garewicz's piece provides an
intellectual and biographical sketch of Cieszkowski with particular attention to the Polish context of his thought as well
as a very stimulating interpretation of Cieszkowski1s main
work, the monumental Our Father. Instead of adding to what
these two scholars have written I propose to limit myself in
the rest of this review to a consideration of the reception
accorded to the Prolegomena by Cieszkowski's contemporaries as
well as by recent commentators in order to highlight the contribution of the present volume and I shall try to suggest an
agenda for future scholarship on Cieszkowski as it emerges from
a reading of this volume.
As Garewicz has argued convincingly elsewhere, the Prolegomena to Historiosophy did not obtain widespread recognition
within the Hegelian School in part because of the marginal
position of its author.2 Cieszkowski was neither German, nor
Protestant, nor an academic. As a Polish Catholic aristocrat
who had already left Berlin by the time the Prolegomena was
published Cieszkowski did not fit easily into any of the factions
emerging among the Hegelians in the late 1830s. It should be
stressed, however, that it was precisely Cieszkowski's position
as an 'outsider' that explains the originality of the Prolegomena . At a time when debates among the Hegelians were taking
place entirely within the framework defined by Hegel, Cieszkowski
was drawing on French thinkers such as Buchez, Saint Simon and
Fourier.
Indeed, one might well consider the Prolegomena a
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first expression of the 'alliance intellectuelle1, that synthesis of French social thought and German philosophy which
was to be the theme of certain Young Hegelians, most notably
Marx, in the 1840s. It was also Cieszkowski's ability to
step outside the closed circle of the Hegelian system that
explains the influence of the Prolegomena on individuals who
were not under Hegel's spell, such as Hess, Quinet, Stankevitch
A

and Herzen.
One must conclude therefore that the principal
reason for the Prolegomena's failure to evoke a wider echo in
Berlin in 1838 was its untimeliness: at a time when the Young
Hegelians were still concerned exclusively with theological
questions Cieszkowski was seeking to direct their attention to
social and political issues through a reconsideration of
Hegel's philosophy of history.
Ironically, Cieszkowski was
to make a contribution to the theological debate only in 1842,
at a time when the Left Hegelians had abandoned theology in
order to pursue the very themes raised in the Prolegomena.
In this century, the Prolegomena to Historiosophy has been
'rediscovered' thanks to interest in the Young Marx. Georg
Lukcics was the first to reappraise the Prolegomena in this
light but his rather cautious conclusions were soon superseded
by Auguste Cornu's (and recently Jean Ellenstein's) enthusiastic insistence on the importance of the Prolegomena.
Subsequent discussions of the early Marx by authors such as
Avineri, McLellan, Kolakowski, have endorsed Cornu's view
Q

though with growing reservations.
These reservations arise
from the fact that Marx never mentions the Prolegomena
(although Engels does mention it once) and that Marx's only
reference to Cieszkowski is a disparaging personal remark.
Nevertheless, interest in the Prolegomena seems to have
acquired a certain independent impetus and a number of recent
studies by Gebhardt, Stuke, Lobkowicz, Walicki and Stepelevich
have examined the Prolegomena in the broader context of nineteenth century thought or the history of philosophy as a
whole.
•
What work now remains to be done on Cieszkowski and his
Prolegomena to Historiosophy?
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First, and most obviously, there is still no critical
scholarly, edition of this work. We now have a complete French
translation, a partial English version, a lightly annotated
Polish translation, and two recent facsimile editions of the
German original, including the volume under review.
This
volume has the advantage of being inexpensive and hence
accessible to a wider readership but scholars would have been
even better served if the publisher had taken this opportunity
to put out the definitive edition of the Prolegomena.
Second, it is to be hoped that future scholarship will continue the process, apparent in Buhner's and Garewicz's essays
here, of disengaging consideration of the Prolegomena from the
question of the Young Marx. Certainly, the Cieszkowski-Marx
relation is a key issue but singleminded concentration on this
issue has detracted from an appreciation of Cieszkowski, just
as concentration on Marx has ultimately done harm to an understanding of Hegelianism by evaluating the importance of
various Hegelians only in terms of their proximity to Marx.
Buhner's introduction suggests other avenues for research.
For instance, a close textual analysis of the Prolegomena might
lead scholars to reflect on the connection between Cieszkowski's
contention that the future is knowable and his argument that
men must create their future through conscious activity or
praxis. Obviously, this position has far-reaching implications
for an activist theory of knowledge as well as for the problem
of free will and historical determinism. On another level, by
emphasizing that Cieszkowski's philosophy of the deed was not
a strategy for revolution but rather for avoiding revolution,
Bubner calls attention to the need for studying the multiplicity
of a concept's implications as well as to the importance of
considering the alternative, and contradictory, paths of
development present in Hegel's heritage.
Third, a reading of this volume and in particular Garewicz's
essay brings to the forefront the importance of familiarizing
oneself with Cieszkowski1s other works, especially his Our
Father, both for their own sake and in order to understand
fully the Prolegomena. As Garewicz points out, Cieszkowski's
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belief, already adumbrated before the publication of the Prolegomena, is that Christianity must be grasped as a historical
process whereby man ultimately becomes God. The final statement
of this belief, the Our Father, represents a fusion of the
most disparate elements - mystic, messianist, rationalist,
socialist and Hegelian - in a rich, bold and highly original
synthesis which certainly deserves attention. At present,
serious study of the Our Father is hinder,1 by the unavailabil12
ity of the work in translation or even in the Polish original.
Perhaps the ultimate merit of the volume under review will be
to prod scholars into calling for this lacuna to be filled.
Andr€ Liebich
University de Quebec
a Montreal
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Book Reviews
Wilhelm Beyer (ed.), Die Logik des Wissens und das Problem der
Erziehung: Niirnberger Hegel-Tage 1981, Hamburg, Felix Meiner
Verlag, 1982, pp. 274.
This collection of twenty-four essays comprises the 1981
Niirnberger Hegel-Tage. As the editor, Wilhelm Beyer, points
out, the development of Hegel's thought can be classified in
terms of the cities in which he lived. The relatively long
period he spent in Niirnberg is certainly significant in these
terms. When Niethammer was in charge of the educational
system in the new government of Bavaria he offered his prote'ge'
the post of Professor of Philosophy and Rector of the Gymnasium
in Niirnberg in 1808. He was to remain until 1816 in that post.
This was a very productive period for Hegel, notably since he
wrote and published the Science of Logic. One of the interesting aspects of this period which is less well-known in this
country is Hegel's practical position as a school teacher and
the development of his thought as an educator. There has
always been a lot of interest in how a thinker of Hegel's style
was able to adapt to the frequently prosaic details of the
pedagogical and political roles in which he thus inevitably
found himself. The essays in this collection are divided
between those which largely deal with the Science of Logic and
those on his educational writings. I have chosen to concentrate upon the latter since they may well be of more interest
and novelty than the former to a British audience.
Wilhelm Beyer, in his masterly introduction to Hegel's work
in the Niirnberg period, very sensibly points out that the
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